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SUPER BOWL 50 » DENVER BRONCOS 24, CAROLINA PANTHERS 10

Glorious Day For The Big Game
By PHIL BARBER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

A

SANTA CLARA
fter weeks of our worrying about
El Niño and wincing over potential
traffic snarls, Super Bowl 50 might as
well have been an advertisement for the Bay
Area.
The weather was glorious, clear as a
bell and 76 degrees at kickoff. Legendary
quarterback Joe Montana led a group of
Super Bowl MVPs (all 49ers and Raiders) to
help with the coin flip. Warriors superstar
Stephen Curry beat a giant drum for the
Panthers, his hometown team, before the
game. Everyone seemed to get in and out of

Levi’s Stadium just fine.
Owner Jed York has taken a lot of heat for
his handling of the 49ers over the past couple
years, but his stadium was radiant for Sunday’s game, just the second Super Bowl played
in the Bay Area and the first in 31 years.
And the game itself was… interesting.
Super Bowl 50 wasn’t exactly well played.
The winning quarterback, Peyton Manning, threw an interception, lost a fumble
and sometimes seemed unable to throw
the ball more than 10 yards downfield.
The losing quarterback, Cam Newton, was
brilliant at times but suffered three turnovers of his own. Each offense scored just
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Peyton Manning led Denver Broncos to Super Bowl win.

ANDERSON SPRINGS » Residents who lost creekside houses
in Valley fire face new septic tank rules that could prevent rebuilding

New homes on hold

Push to
connect
with NH
voters
Trump seeks to reverse
fortunes; Clinton looks
ahead to Michigan

By SERGIO BUSTOS
AND BILL BARROW
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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RENEWAL IN LIMBO: Bruce Summers owned his Anderson Springs home for 30 years before it was destroyed by the Valley fire. Summers hopes to rebuild, but newer
setback regulations would prohibit using the old foundation footprint. For complete coverage of the Valley fire go to: valleyfire.pressdemocrat.com
By GLENDA ANDERSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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ANDERSON SPRINGS
ell-shaped flowers and thin blades of grass have
begun emerging from the scorched soil in this steep,
narrow canyon in southwest Lake County, signaling renewal in a place that suffered some of the most
devastating damage from the Valley fire.
But people won’t be returning so quickly to their homes
along a rushing creek in the mile-long canyon, where
only 19 of some 200 homes survived the blaze as it roared
through. Two of the four people who died in the 76,067acre Valley fire last fall lived in Anderson Springs, a
tiny community that grew up from the remains of a 19th
century hot springs resort.
Elsewhere in the fire zone, most people are able to rebuild as soon as their lots are cleared of debris and toxic
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BUILT UNDER OLD RULES: The Anderson Springs homes left standing
after the Valley fire are still grandfathered in since they were built before
newer requirements were issued.

For migrants, a riskier road in Mexico
By AZAM AHMED
NEW YORK TIMES

T

ARRIAGA, Mexico
he police truck appeared suddenly, a
glint of metal and glass. The migrants broke into a sprint, tripping
over cracked pavement as an older woman
sweeping her stoop urged them to hurry.
The 10 men rounded the corner and hid
behind a row of low-slung trees. Four days
into their journey from Central America,
the new reality on Mexico’s southern border was setting in: Under pressure from the
United States, the Mexican authorities were

cracking down.
Along the tree line, a man approached in
flip-flops and a collared shirt. He told them
not to worry — he knew the way north.
It was a migrant’s choice: Weigh the risks
of pushing forward against the prospect of
going home. The men — six Hondurans and
four Guatemalans — reluctantly agreed.
“There are two kinds of stories on this
trip,” said one of the men, Rafael Lesveri
Pérez, a 38-year-old Guatemalan and threetime veteran of the journey, shouldering
his bag as the group prepared to set off with
the smuggler. “There are the true ones,
and there are lies. Only time tells which is

which.”
Fleeing a surge in gang violence and
a void of opportunity, record numbers
of Central Americans began streaming
toward the United States in the spring of
2014. To stem the flow, the White House
promised aid to help build better lives for
the migrants in their own countries. In
December, $750 million was approved for
Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador.
But the Obama administration took other
steps, too, pressing the Mexicans to tighten
their borders and to create what amounts
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NASHUA, N.H. — With less
than two days until New Hampshire voters go to the polls, Hillary Clinton took a trip to Michigan. And other candidates,
including Jeb Bush, said their
campaigns will go on no matter what the outcome Tuesday.
Donald Trump said he doesn’t
need to win New Hampshire,
but would like to — though he
was notably casual in his campaign effort Sunday.
With the otherwise intense
race for the White House seemingly toned down Sunday, it’s
easy to forget that this leadoff
primary could be make or break
for several lagging campaigns.
Republican hopeful Marco
Rubio continues to downplay his
rough outing in Saturday night’s
GOP debate, while touting his
overall campaign momentum
after his third-place finish in the
Iowa caucuses.
Trump, who is facing intense
pressure to perform after coming in second in the Iowa caucuses, opted Sunday for just one
of his signature rallies in Plymouth; and when he visited a
diner, the billionaire real estate
mogul spent less than five minutes interacting with potential
voters before sitting down for a
meal with staff.
On the Democratic side, New
Hampshire favorite Bernie
Sanders and Clinton — who
narrowly won Iowa — are avoiding predictions about Tuesday
and looking beyond to South
Carolina and Nevada, the next
two states up in the nomination
process.
At his rally, Trump’s delivered a meandering version of
his usual campaign speech.
And by the 45-minute mark, as
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